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Dear reader,

Dorma and Kaba became dorma+kaba - 
a smart step for smart access solutions

Since the publishing of our last newsletter the merger of two of the leading 
companies in their respective fields of expertise became a reality and offers 
added value in each phase of our collaboration with our clients. Aiming at de-
veloping products, solutions and services that make life for our customers and 
end-users more simple and secure is the main focus of the new group.

With a presence in over 130 countries Dorma and Kaba operate both globally 
and locally - among other partners through AWM360 Data Systems providing 
to the Southern African markets dorma+kaba electronic access and data solu-
tions like Workforce management and electronic access control solutions. We 
are looking forward to great new products coming from dorma+kaba.

We have again spent some “quality” time with members of the SAP commu-
nity at various events like the inaugural HR Tech Fest 2016 and have finalised a 
handful of projects of which the biometric T&A solution for Joburg Water is a 
very interesting one. Shop Floor Data collection is gaining momentum and we 
include an article related to these solutions in this issue as well.

We hope you will find a moment to browse and thank you for your time.

Enjoy the read!

Guenter Nerlich
Managing Director
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Digital security solutions company AWM360 Data 
Systems has completed the rollout of biometric-based 
technology at the Johannesburg Water offices

AWM360, a supplier to human capital management (HCM) 
workforce and HR markets, says the state-owned water 
utility required a service provider with access to technol-
ogy that was SAP-certified and could be integrated to 
address indoor and outdoor security requirements while 
providing maximum infrastructure security.

According to AWM360, the biometric-based time and 
attendance technology was integrated with the utility’s 
existing SAP payroll systems. The solutions are designed 
to integrate with – and enhance – payroll systems and 
address issues that eat away at productivity levels, such 
as payroll errors and inefficient time logging, accurate 
reading, monitoring and managing staff while ensuring 
utmost security.

The fingerprint authentication technology replaces the 
employees’ user ID and password system, which was pre-
viously used on many platforms such as the ERP systems, 
to granting employees the access to sensitive data, and 
for ensuring access control at buildings’ entry and exit 
points.

Guenter Nerlich, MD of AWM360 Data Systems, says the 
SAP ERP links directly to payroll and supports different 
working models, so the employer can manage flexitime, 
fixed time, shift rosters, and significantly reduce payroll 
costs.

“We have positioned this solution to help Johannesburg 
Water manage individual employees’ time, covering all 
aspects including leave, overtime as well as compliance 
aspects. The advantages of this technology include scal-
ability, and the ability to link directly to your enterprise 
resource planning system to automate data collection and 
evaluation,” he explains.

South African companies are increasingly turning to bi-
ometrics technology for various security and business 
purposes. As criminal enterprises become more sophis-
ticated so should corporate security measures, he adds.

“Cards can be cloned, however, fingerprint templates can-
not. Biometric-based technology also provides secure al-
gorithms instead of photographic fingerprints, this pro-
vides maximum data protection as the fingerprints cannot 
be copied or reconstructed. It also provides secure data 
encryption for the stored enterprise data and the subse-
quent sending of this data to servers is monitored,” he 
points out.

The security system, which is now running at the Johan-
nesburg Water headquarters and its depots, will be imple-
mented at other remote locations within the next weeks, 
notes Nerlich.

““All master data protection is from SAP and all collected 
time goes back to SAP for time evaluation in SAP’s Time 
Managers Workplace software. The system also ensures 
employees’ compliance with working-time rules and reg-
ulation, and this level of flexibility and practical function-
ality is invaluable to a public services venture like Johan-
nesburg Water,” he elaborates.

In February the World Hacker Team hacked the Depart-
ment of Water Affairs Web site, and leaked a massive 
amount of sensitive data online, which included real 
names, e-mails, and ID numbers of over 5 800 govern-
ment employees and collaborators, as part of the group’s 
#OpAfrica and #OpMonsanto campaigns.

David Yates, information security consultant at MWR In-
fosecurity, says there can also be a knock-on effect of this 
type of breach, because it exposes the organisation to 
additional attacks through the use of spear-phishing and 
other targeted social engineering techniques.

Johannesburg Water rolls out 
biometric technology
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AWM360 Data Systems, together with its SAP client 
AfriSam, provided an insightful and powerful demon-
stration of dormakaba Group Workforce Management 
technology at the Mastering SAP Conference in Johan-
nesburg.

AfriSam has been a client of AWM360/SAP for many years 
and has, since 2007, used the dorma+kaba solution sup-
plier to run its entire workforce management operation.

The leading supplier of construction materials and tech 
solutions has positioned the dormakaba B-COMM ERP5 – 
SAP ERP solution as the central platform through which to 
orchestrate and manipulate its workforce capability.

The Kaba B-COMM ERP 5 – SAP ERP integration platform 
is used to facilitate data exchange between the Kaba soft-
ware and the SAP HCM software, as well as with the Kaba 
B-web 9300 Series terminals.

Journey to optimised systems

Using the Mastering SAP forum, executives from AfriSam 
explained how it had centred its workforce management 
capability around the dormakaba SAP integrated time & 
attendance, and access control across Africa.

The long-time AWM360 Data Systems client explained 
how the integration of this technology helped it migrate 
from outdated legacy HR and ERP systems, processes and 
procedures.

AfriSam moved from manual & punch card operated time 
data collection, and no ERP integration of enterprise data 
collection to a centralised model based on standardised 
and certified ERP software SAP.

Dormakaba has enabled the company to overcome the 
physical constraints of its WAN by allowing time data to 
be collected offline, and transferred to SAP once online.

AfriSam, AWM360 take centre 
stage at Mastering SAP Confer-
ence
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This advanced technology has also allowed AfriSam to in-
tegrate data from existing Shared Service Centre Access 
Control System into SAP.

Together with AWM360 Data Systems, AfriSam’s joint mes-
sage to delegates at the SAP enterprise software-focused 
event is that SAP time evaluation is critical, it is important 
to understand the costs and the subsequent positive ROI 
(Return On Investment), to be patient but persistent and 
understand what it is that needs to be solved and put in 
place.

Presenting @ Masterin SAP conference: 
Eric Kreft, AfriSam

AWM360 Team



In manufacturing and assembly circles, the ability to 
manage the shop floor in real-time by manipulating 
an instant, wide view of the company represents direct 
competitive edge. This is exactly what a leading en-
gineering firm acquired in partnering with AWM360 
Data Systems.

The established steel fabrication, machining, manufac-
turing and heavy duty engineering company contracted 
Human Capital Management (HCM) and HR services and 
solutions specialist AWM360 Data Systems to enhance its 
shop floor data collection capability.

Guenter Nerlich, Founder and Managing Direc-
tor, AWM360 Data Systems says its client is using the 
dorma+kaba Group’s B-Net 9520 terminal which, together 
with the Logitime software suit, allows job data to be col-
lected and processed. Logitime interacts with Enterprise 
and SAP to update jobs and reflect the amount of time 
allocated to each one.

“This is the culmination of a vision three years ago” says 
Nerlich “and the possibilities are being realised”.

“The technology allows real-time knowledge of time-re-
lated information of what is being produced on the shop 
floor.  This includes stage of customer orders, delays with 
reasons and overall, an indication of the true cost of an 
order. This allows for budgets to be more accurate and the 
company to be realistic in costing,” says Nerlich.

Data management, analysis and archiving are key to any 
sized operation today and there is more attention today 
on the ability to source and work-off instant reliable data, 
than ever before.

“Big data is only built over time when patterns emerge.  
You can begin to compare work of individuals and teams 
on the same kind of work and allocate appropriately de-
pending on the urgency or sensitivity on of an order. 

Time variances between productive and non-productive 
time representing staffing issues come up as well.  Both 
scenarios are only possible when you have volume of data 
to indicate real factors and trends,” Nerlich explains.

Instant reporting and data collection are always impacted 
by skills – particularly within data-driven and high-people.

SFDC is the next step from general time and attendance. 
On the application side, required skill is around the prep-
aration of SFDC terminals and setting up of the various 
rules for SFDC. The skills are in line with the technical ad-
vances as the principals are what is important.  The main 
skill required therefore is the application of the principals 
around SFDC implementation,” Nerlich continues.

Ultimately it is about ensuring acquiring active control of 
operations, and in this market this is absolutely crucial.

Shop floor data collection – the 
next frontier in Enterprise Data 
Collection (EDC) technology
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Shop Floor Data Collection with B-web 95 00



The South African market is grown in maturity as far as 
awareness around next generation HR and Human Capital 
Management (HCM) workforce solutions is concerned.

This is according to Guenter Nerlich, Managing Director 
of AWM360 Data Systems, the leading provider of Human 
Capital Management (HCM) focused workforce manage-
ment solutions.

AWM360 used its participation in the South African leg 
of the global industry tailored network initiative HR Tech 
Fest to showcase the value of its dormakaba group EACM 
(Enterprise Access Control Management) and biometric 
technology.

The event debut was a major success explains Nerlich.

“Several attendees did show interest in knowing more 
about the company and the solutions we have to offer. 
They were interested in knowing how solutions would 
fit into their organisational requirements,” he said, add-
ing that the opportunity to network directly with compa-
nies provided insight into how organisations are handling 
challenges.

One of the main challenges facing companies today is 
that of spend and securing ROI.

Nerlich says the fact that many industries in developing 
and more developed markets realise the value of work-
force management solutions will stand businesses in 
good stead going forward.

 “Although we have had uncomfortable economic times 
where organisations tend to cut down on their spending, 
more and more organisations are now seeing and acting 
on the need for proper workforce management solutions. 
Opportunities arise for companies in implementing solu-
tions that will increase compliance with regulations and 
control their labour costs in a more cost effective way,” he 
continues.

Another challenge which HR Tech Fest highlighted was 
the critical role played by reliable, experienced and quali-
fied service providers.

Organisations that require full automation, integration 
and cost reduction need a partner they can rely on with 
good experience and the proper resources in skill and 
management to implement and support the solutions 
from start to finish.

Nerlich explains that technology is the mainstay be-
hind HR innovation and process improvement, and this 
is where AWM360 Data Systems steps in as a certified 
dorma+kaba entity, with over 10 years of experience and 
a strong team with solid experience in the industry.

But before any company simply acquires and implements 
solutions, AWM360 warns that stakeholder involvement is 
a prerequisite.

“Understanding requirements must be thorough to not 
only understand what challenges are being experienced, 
but also to determine whether your solution is a fit for the 
organisation and that the stakeholders understand what 
they need to do for the solution to work. Stakeholders 
need to be ready and prepared for the solution,” Nerlich 
adds.

AWM360 Data Systems makes 
its mark on HR Tech Fest
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Y’all better listen to this! - Soulman’s sound bite

Blackberry Smoke - 
Like An Arrow

Blackberry Smoke isn’t just 
saving country music, they’re 
rehabilitating the status of all 
American music by baptizing 
it in the muddy waters of the 
all-immersive guitar riff de-
livered unencumbered and 
fully amplified, flying in the 
face of all notions of present-
day style or trend that ac-
quiesce to eepish tones and 
textures, shedding no tears if 
it leaves some of their previ-
ous mainstream fans or frail 
lightweights grasping their 
ears and heading for the 
exits as fire comes roaring 
out PA speakers like a primal 

country rock yawp.” 

Saving Countrty Music   
www.savingcountrymusic.com

Or check out their website at www.blackberrysmoke.com

Keep on rocking  y’all!

The Soulman 

Please visit us at 

www.awm360.co.za 
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